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Congratulations!

our search is over! Whether you are looking for an easy-to-
understand introduction to the topic of the Law of Attraction 

or looking for the knowledge and the know-how for a major  
breakthrough in applying the Law of Attraction to your daily life,

everything you need is in this 21-step ebook. 21 Days to Greater
Living Using the Law of Attraction is designed to provide you with
all the information you need to become a successful deliberate
attractor. 

Using the Law of Attraction deliberately is easier than you think
when you get all the facts and step-by-step exercises from this
ebook. It’s a complete and valuable resource designed to open up 
a new world of understanding of how to use the Law of Attraction
deliberately for greater living every day!

21 Days to Greater Living Using the Law of Attraction teaches you
exercises and formulas that really work. This ebook is a gift that
keeps on giving. I’ve designed it so you can learn one step a day for
21 days. Begin learning deliberate attraction today and you’ll enjoy
greater living 365 days of the year.

You’ll always find lots of useful information for living a greater life 
at the Great Living Today website so be sure to visit often. It is my
desire that you have a joy-filled, peaceful life every single day.

Namasté,

Days to 
Greater Living
Using the 
Law of Attraction

21

“Our job as humans
is to hold onto the
thoughts of what
we want, make it
absolutely clear in
our minds what we
want, and from
that we start to
invoke one of the
greatest laws 
in the Universe 
and that’s the 
Law of Attraction.”
John Assaraf, Star of the hit
movie The Secret and along
with Murray Smith, 
co-founder of the OneCoach
Business Mastery Program
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Law of Attraction: What is it?

Undoubtedly by now you have heard of a movie and book called The Secret that talk about a
universal law called the Law of Attraction. The Law of Attraction is all about vibes or vibra-
tions. Like attracts like! You attract into your life what you give your energy, attention and

focus to, whether wanted or unwanted. By learning to apply the principles of the Law of Attraction you
can deliberately attract more of what you want in life and less of what you don’t want. 

This free 21 Days to Greater Living Using the Law of Attraction ebook will teach you how to become a
Deliberate Attractor. Once you understand how this law works you will learn how to use it to become
the master designer of your life.

This is a highly participatory 21-step guide that has lots of exercises and tools in it to help you learn.
You will need to print it out and put it in a 3 ring binder so that you can easily work in it.

The Law of Attraction works on principles of Quantum Physics. In a nutshell, our world, when bro-
ken down to its smallest component, is comprised of energy waves or vibes. All human beings gener-
ate a distinct energy field around their physical body. Your energy field sends out vibes that vibrate at
different frequencies, much like radio waves with a magnetic charge to them. It is the nature of these
frequencies to attract to themselves vibes of identical frequencies to form clusters or fields of energy
that continue to attract other clusters or fields that resonant with the same vibe or frequency.

Like attracts like and this includes our thoughts. They are vibratory, and therefore, highly changeable
clusters of energy. We are vibrational beings constantly interacting with a vast expanse of universal
energy. The Law of Attraction governs your vibrational world and causes more of what you have been
vibrating to move towards you, whether you want it or not and whether you believe in the Law of
Attraction or not. 

When you learn how to deliberately manage your attraction zone (your vibes) you learn how to con-
trol what your attraction zone is magnetically pulling towards you. In short, what you vibrate is what
you get in life.

In the next 21 days, you are going to give your attraction zone a complete make-over so you can
deliberately attract more of what you want in life. The fundamental key to deliberately applying the
Law of Attraction successfully is to always remember that it’s all about vibes.

Day1

U
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Day 1: Track your vibe.
Thoughts create feelings. Feelings immediately affect our vibes, causing them to be positive or nega-
tive. The Law of Attraction causes matching vibes to move towards us until they manifest in our lives
as stuff (things, situations, experiences, people). We attract or manifest stuff into our lives that match
the vibes in our attraction zone.

Change your vibe by changing your thoughts. It’s that simple. And the first thing you’ll need to do is
develop awareness of what you are vibrating. 

What’s my vibe?

Your feelings dictate your vibes. Track your feelings and you’ll know whether your attraction zone is
generating positive or negative vibes. If you feel good, your attraction zone is sending out positive
vibes. If you feel anything less than good, your attraction zone is sending out negative vibes.

The more you are aware of your feelings, the faster you’ll learn to change your vibe. Use the form on the
next page or you can download a Tracking Form here: http://www.greatlivingtoday.com/GLTresources

New habits begin with new intentions. Take a
moment right now and sincerely commit your-
self to the new intention of tracking your vibe.
For the rest of today, carry this form around

with you and use it at least once an hour. Set
the timer program in your watch 
or cell phone to act as a reminder for you to
briefly check in with yourself. There are only
two basic categories that all emotions fit into.
Remember, if you are feeling good, you are
sending out a positive vibe. If you aren’t, you
are generating a negative vibe. It’s that

straight forward.

Using the form on the next page, each time
you check in with yourself, mark down, using
a [+] or a [–], whether you notice a positive
or a negative feeling. Then in the box below,

rate that feeling on a scale of  1–10, with 1 being
very negative and a 10 being very positive.

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

   

Daily Vibrational Tracking Form
Your name _________________________________

Date ______________________________________

The purpose in using this form is to help you become more aware of yourself and what you are feeling. Your feelings dictate your
vibes.Track your feelings and you’ll know whether your attraction zone is generating positive or negative vibes. If you feel good, your
attraction zone is sending out positive vibes. If you feel anything less than good, your attraction zone is sending out negative vibes.
The more you are aware of your feelings, the faster you’ll learn to change your vibe to something better. I   
to remind you at least once each waking hour throughout the day to check how you’re feeling. Indicate in one of the boxes either
a + or – for how you are feeling. It may be helpful to make notes on the back as needed to describe how you are feeling. Do this for
at least one week until you are practiced at being in tune with how you are feeling.

+9 +8 +10
+10

+10 +9
+8 +10 +10 +9

+7 -3
-2

+8 +10 +10-3
-4

+9 +8 +10+7 -3
-2

+8 +6 +7+7 -3 -2

-3 -4-3
-2 -/+5

-3 -4-3
-2 -/+5

This sample Vibe Tracking Form, above,
shows you how to use the form. 

“Today I choose life. Every morning when I wake up I can choose joy, 
happiness, negativity, pain... To feel the freedom that comes from being able 

to continue to make mistakes and choices — today I choose to feel life, 
not to deny my humanity but embrace it.”

Kevyn Aucoin
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Day 2: Make a ‘Feeling Good’ List

The Law of Attraction is all about vibes. Like attracts like. You attract into your life what you
give your attention, energy and focus to, whether wanted or unwanted. Your feelings tell you
whether your vibration is negative or positive.

Yesterday you used the Tracking Form (see page 5) to develop awareness of your feelings which
helped you notice whether your attraction zone was generating positive vibes or negative vibes. Today
you’ll learn an easy way to change your vibe from negative to positive. 

Take out a fresh piece of paper or use the form on page 7and make a list of everything you can think
of that makes you feel good. You can list favorite activities, memories, songs, an experience with
someone special, a place, a moment in time, a story, a daydream, or a joke etc.

Next, take 3 different colored highlight pens and mark the items on your list in three categories;
activities that take under a minute, activities that take under 5 minutes, and activities that take longer
than 5 minutes, or you can use the form on page 8 to list the items in their correct time space.

Form a sincere intention that for the rest of the day, each time you track your vibe and discover you
are generating a negative vibe, you will choose ONE activity from this list and take the time to do it.
If you don’t have time to do a longer activity, close your eyes for a few moments and imagine yourself
doing that activity. Dedicate at least ONE minute to imagining an activity that will make you feel
good. You always have the time for ONE minute or longer.

Stop and make your list right now. It will only take a few minutes and you’ll have created an invaluable
tool to change your vibes from negative to positive. Then using the form on the next page, write each
of your items in the appropriate section so you can keep this handy and refer to it often as needed.

Remember, you attract what you vibrate.

Reminder:
You can only send out
one vibration at a time.

BDay2

T
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Exercise: What makes me feel good?
Write down everything you can think of that makes you feel good. Keep adding to the list as you 

think of things later. Don’t censor yourself. Have fun!
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Things that make me feel good
These things take only about a minute:

These things take only 5 minute or less:

These things take 5 minute or more but are well worth the time:
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Day 3: Duplicate happiness to feel happy more often

Our thoughts are highly changeable clusters of energy vibrating at different frequencies. It is
the nature of these frequencies to magnetically attract other clusters of energy vibrating at the
same frequency. We are vibrational beings interacting with a vast universal energy matrix.

Change your thoughts by changing your words, your thoughts, your pictures in your mind, or choose
to observe or participate in something positive. It may only take a few seconds to change your vibe.

Have you ever asked yourself why you have new desires in the first place? Ultimately, you are inter-
ested in learning how to become a Deliberate Attractor so that you can manifest more of what you
want in life. Why do you want the things you want?

Happiness is at the root of each and every one of your desires. Seeking happiness is what generates
each new desire, so today you are going to do an exercise that will help you feel happy more often.

Did you know that you can duplicate ANY feeling by recreating an experience of it in your mind? You
don’t need specific THINGS to show up in your life to feel happier. You just need to focus your
thoughts on happiness and you’ll duplicate the feeling of happiness. Today you are going to learn
how to duplicate happiness so that your attraction zone generates a positive vibration more often.

Happiness isn’t just one feeling. It’s actually a category of many, many different emotions. Today’s
exercise is going to teach you how powerful your mind is to duplicate a feeling.

Duplicating Happiness

You’ll need about 15 minutes of quiet privacy to do this exercise. Download and print the Duplicate
Happiness Exercise on page 10. Set a timer for 15 minutes and fill in the form, using short brief phrases.
You’ll be surprised how fast the time goes. Track your vibe. Isn’t it great to feel this way? By focusing
on past experiences that left you feeling happy, you are duplicating that emotion right now! If you
haven’t had a past experience that matches one of the words on the table, imagine a future one and
jot down a few words about it.

Notice that there are some blank spaces for you to fill in on your own. This exercise feels so good;
don’t be surprised to find yourself resetting the timer for another 15 minutes. Once you are finished
spend time each day reading it. It’s a powerful and easy way to ensure that your attraction zone is
sending out strong and powerful positive vibrations.

BDay3
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Peaceful

Comfortable

Playful

Easy

Cuddly

Lovely

Inviting

Adorable

Special

Relaxing

Pleasing

Carefree

Fabulous

Peaceful

Serene

Inviting

Captivating

Lovable

Unforgettable

Amusing

Luxurious

Rejuvenating

Ideal

Duplicate Happiness Exercise
Feeling This experience reminds me of this feeling:

Sitting on the beach and watching the waves.
Nestling into bed at night under nice, warm covers.
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Merry

Warm & Cozy

Exquisite

Enthralling

Giggly

Fun

Easier than ever
before
Like a breath of 
fresh air

Awe-inspiring

A pleasure banquet

Picture-Perfect

A barrel of laughs

Like it’s a snap

A joyful celebration

A wonderful 
achievement
Complete and 
satisfying closure

Add your own

Add your own

Add your own

Add your own

Add your own

Add your own

Add your own

Duplicate Happiness Exercise
Feeling This experience reminds me of this feeling:
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Day 4: Gratitude—A powerful attractor
here is a consensus among teachers of the Law of Attraction that giving gratitude produces the 

highest frequency of vibrations in your attraction zone. The Law of Attraction is one of the laws 
that govern the Universe. If we focus on something, it is as if we've placed an order for it and the

Law of Attraction delivers every time.

Like attracts like and the Law of Attraction causes clusters of energy that vibrate with the same frequency
as our thoughts to start moving towards us until they manifest into our current reality. The act of giving
gratitude opens us up to more experiences that leave us feeling grateful. Remember, we can only send out
one vibration at time, so anytime we are expressing gratitude we are NOT activating any negative vibes.

A Gratitude Journal

Create a section in your 3-ring binder and mark it, “Gratitude Journal”. On the first page, write this down
in big letters, “Gratitude always appears to those who seek it.” You’ll need 15–30 minutes of quiet privacy
to do this exercise. It’s best to do it at the end of your day. Use the form on the next page if you like.

Set your timer for 15–30 minutes and begin making a list of things you are grateful for. Be sure to review
every area of your life; relationships, finances, work, health, recreation, and anything else that pops up.

Form a sincere intention to write down a minimum of 12 entries. During this exercise take a moment
and notice your feelings. Remember, your feelings tell you what your vibe is.

Expressing gratitude opens you up for more gratitude, so even the smallest things to be grateful for
should be included on this list. You’ll find that once you get going, you’ll get on a roll and easily find
more and more things to be grateful for.

Remember, you are a vibrational being interacting with a vast universal energy matrix. This exercise is
important to do on a daily basis. Indeed, some of the greatest teachers of the Law of Attraction teach
that this one exercise is the ONLY step you need to do to manifest an entire life of joy, love, and true
fulfillment.

Gratitude always appears to those who seek it, so commit yourself to seek it on a daily basis. Your
Gratitude Journal will become an invaluable source of personal encouragement as you fill up its pages,
remembering that it is YOU who are manifesting all these wonderful experiences to be grateful for!

BDay4
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My Gratitude Journal
Today’s Date

At the close of your day, fill this page with all the many things you are grateful for.

Today, I am grateful for...
1._________________________________________________________________________

2._________________________________________________________________________

3._________________________________________________________________________

4._________________________________________________________________________

5._________________________________________________________________________

6._________________________________________________________________________

7._________________________________________________________________________

8._________________________________________________________________________

9._________________________________________________________________________

10.________________________________________________________________________

11.________________________________________________________________________

12.________________________________________________________________________

13.________________________________________________________________________

14.________________________________________________________________________

15.________________________________________________________________________

16.________________________________________________________________________

17.________________________________________________________________________

18.________________________________________________________________________

19.________________________________________________________________________

20. _______________________________________________________________________

21.________________________________________________________________________

22. _______________________________________________________________________
© 2007 GreatLivingToday
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Day 5: Three words to remove from your vocabulary
ry this little exercise on your own. Tell yourself not to think of a plane. What happened? In 

that very moment you thought of a plane. Try it again. This time, don’t think of a cat. Again, you
thought of a cat. Do one more. No more thoughts about a door. Once more, you thought of a

door the second you told yourself not to do it.

Don’t, Not and No!

My mind, and your mind and everyone else’s mind ALWAYS filters out the words, Don’t, Not and No.
It’s impossible for your mind to NOT think of a plane when you instruct yourself NOT to do just
that. In order to begin monitoring yourself to NOT think of a cat, you have to first think of a cat 
and then instruct yourself to NOT think of a cat from that moment forward.

Because your mind filters out the words, Don’t, Not and No, you end up giving your attention, energy
and focus to whatever you have attached those words to. Then you attract it.

Don’t leave it there = Leave it there 

Do not touch that = Touch that

No yelling in the house = Yell in the house

Today, and for the rest of your life, notice when you use one of these words and remove it from your
vocabulary. Instead, ask yourself, “So what DO I want?” and you will always come up with a phrase
to replace the negative one you wanted to say.

Remember:  You attract what you give your attention, energy 
and focus to whether wanted or unwanted.

Family Game: It’s great fun to do this with the whole family or a partner. Set up a small container like
a jar or a cup. Next to it put some tokens or pennies or buttons in a shallow bowl. Ask your family to
help you notice whenever you use the words, Don’t, Not and No. When they catch you, they get to take
a token from the bowl and put it in your jar. Each day, write down the total number of tokens that were
transferred into your jar. It’s more fun if you put your daily totals down on a piece of paper and put it
on the fridge for everyone to see. Have fun tracking your progress as each day less and less tokens are
transferred to your jar. Give yourself a small reward for the first day your jar remains empty. Invite
everyone to join you in a celebration as you incorporate this important new habit into your daily life.

BDay5
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Day 6:  Step One—Deliberate Attraction Formula
he Law of Attraction is one of the laws that govern the Universe so it’s not surprising that it has a 

formula that helps us learn to use it deliberately.

3-Step Formula for Deliberate Attraction

1. Ask—clearly identify your desire.

2. Attention—deliberately give your new desire positive attention.

3. Allow—quiet joyful expectation while you take inspired action.

Step One:

Ask—clearly identify your desire. Imagine that your attraction zone is like a huge billboard.
Imagine that your desire is written up there in bright lights for the Law of Attraction to read. If you
just write down something non-specific, the Law of Attraction can’t work to attract to you what you
REALLY want. So take some time to write out a VERY specific desire.

More often than not, we are more familiar with what we don’t want than with what we do want. This
knowledge can be very useful if you observe the ‘contrast’ (what you don’t want) to help you become
clearer about what it is you DO want.

EXAMPLE: Clarity From Contrast Exercise

BDay6
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I Don’t Want—I don’t like... I Do Want—I love it when...

A girlfriend who lacks A girlfriend who is secure 
self-confidence. and confident in herself.
A girlfriend who smokes. A girlfriend who is really health

conscious.
A girlfriend who nags me A girlfriend who agrees that
about the kind of food I eat. I’m responsible for my food

choices, and leaves it at that.
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Use the form on the next page to create a very specific new desire. Ideally you will write down at
least 12–20 aspects of what you don’t like and convert them into 12–20 aspects of a new desire that
you DO like, by asking the question each time, “So, what DO I want?” Observe contrast briefly and
glean as much benefit as possible from it.

Be specific when you create a new desire.

Remember the Law of Attraction is not a mind reader. Take your time with this and be very thought-
ful. Imagine a huge billboard all lit up to express what you really, really want. Declare what you want.
You are evoking the power of intention whenever you declare to the Universe what you want. The
Law of Attraction snaps to attention and begins working on your behalf to immediately attract to you
whatever energy is resonating with the same frequency as your new declaration of desire.

When you are finished filling in the right hand column, tear off the left hand column and throw it
away. You are done with the contrast and from this moment forward you’ll want to give your new
desire positive attention.

Put your new, “I DO want,” list up somewhere so it will catch your attention for the rest of the day.

You will attract everything you require.
If it’s money you need you will attract it, if it’s 
people you need, you’ll attract them. If it’s a 

certain book you need you’ll attract 
it. It literally moves into physical reality 

with and through you. And it does 
that by law.
Bob Proctor
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LAW OF ATTRACTION
CONTRAST TO CLARITY TOOL

I don’t want... I DO want...

© 2007, Great Living Today
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Day 7: Step Two—Deliberate Attraction Formula
Step 2: Attention—Give your new desire lots of attention

our goal with Step-2 is to increase the power of your attraction zone with respect to this new 
desire. Your mind’s ability to imagine something in the future is powerful beyond your under
standing. You need to deliberately use your imagination to create feelings and emotions around 

having this new desire. How will you feel when you have it? What do you see around you when
you have it? What do you hear? What do you smell? What do you taste? What will others say when
they see you experiencing your new desire?

In short, you need to attach as much emotion as possible to your new desire. Indeed, it is the emo-
tion that does the attracting because your feelings create your vibration that pulls towards you other
energy resonating with the same frequency.

You are attracting your new desire when you:

� Write about it
� Talk about it
� Sing about it
� Daydream about it
� Picture it
� Pretend you already have it
� Play with the idea of having it
� Give gratitude that your new desire is on its way
� Celebrate the idea of having it
� Do a ‘happy’ dance in your mind each time you think about having your new desire

Writing about your new desire is very powerful because it is an exercise that forces your mind to stay
in the NOW. The stronger your focus is, the faster you manifest.

Today you are going to do two writing exercises.

#1: A Desire Statement

#2: When My New Desire Arrives exercise. 

BDay7
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#1: A Desire statement is comprised of three parts; a special opening sentence, body text from your
Clarity From Contrast exercise, and a special closing sentence.

Opening Sentence: I am in the process of attracting all actions, thoughts, situations and expe-
riences necessary to have my desire.

Body of Text: (Hint: Just go down the right hand column of the Clarity From Contrast list
you did yesterday and make sentences out of each item you wrote.) Examples:

* I love the thought of having a...girlfriend who is confident in herself.

* I get excited at the idea of...having a new girlfriend who loves to dance as much as I do.

* I love knowing that the Law of Attraction is in the process of delivering a...health
conscious girlfriend into my life.

* I love how it feels when I imagine that...

* I like the picture of...

Closing Sentence: I am delighted that the Law of Attraction is creating and orchestrating all
that needs to happen to attract my new desire. 

Use the form on page 20 to write out your Desire Statement. Remember you can only send out one
vibration at a time, so the whole time you are doing this you are boosting up the power of your
attraction zone.

#2: When My New Desire Arrives exercise.  

Move on to this exercise next.Write out what you’ll see, say, hear and feel when your new desire 
actually arrives. It involves more of your senses and boosts the power of your attraction zone
immensely. Use the form on page 21.

Learn to become still, and to take your attention away 
from what you don’t want, and all the emotional 
charge around it, and place the attention on 

what you wish to experience.
Rev. Dr. Michael Beckwith
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My Desire Statement

Opening Sentence: I am in the process of attracting all actions, thoughts, situations
and experiences necessary to have my desire.

I love the thought of having...

I get excited at the idea of...

I love knowing that the Law of Attraction in the process of delivering...

I love how it feels when I imagine that...

I like the picture of...

(Add more feeling statements of your own)

(Add more feeling statements of your own)

(Add more feeling statements of your own)

I am delighted that the Law of Attraction is creating and orchestrating all that
needs to happen to bring me...
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When my new desire arrives

What will you SEE in your life that let’s you know you have manifested your new desire?

What will you HEAR people saying about you when you have manifested your new desire?

What will you SAY to yourself when you have manifested your new desire?

How will it FEEL when you have manifested your new desire.

Answer these questions as specifically as possible using your imagination to dream as big as you like.
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Day 8: Making Affirmations True For You
ffirmations have been around for a long time, working wonders for some people, and failing 
others miserably. From a vibratory perspective, there is one guiding principles for effective 
affirmations. They work if they are true-for-you, that is, they work if they are believable to

YOU. If what you are saying in an affirmation is NOT true-for-you then you send out a negative
vibration no matter how diligently you repeat it.

Here’s an easy way to reword any affirmation so that repeating it will strengthen and sustain a positive
vibe in your attraction zone.

“I’m in the process of...”

Simply insert it at the beginning of any affirmation and then tweak the wording a little until the
words ring true for you. You’ll create a wonderful vibe!

Your exercise for today is to practice changing these affirmations so that they are ALWAYS true for
you. I’ve done the first three for you, and after you have practiced with these affirmations, I want you
to change the affirmations on pages 23 & 24 and make them true-for-you! Be sure to add your own.
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Exercise: I’m in the process of...

I am slim and trim and at my ideal weight.
I am in the process of becoming slim and trim and at my ideal weight.

I look around me with wonder at all of my abundance.
I am in the process of looking around me and discovering more and more wonderful 
abundance.

I choose to feel good as I attract into my life the manifestation of my desires. 
I am in the process of feeling good as I learn how to attract into my life the manifestation of
my desires.

Now, write out more affirmations on the next page.

NOTE: When you are comfortable that you are telling yourself the truth, you can drop the “I am in the process of...” phrase.
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Exercise: I am in the process of...

I love all lessons that I am given and I am grateful for my experiences. 

I am thankful for the abundance and prosperity in all aspects of my life in the present moment.

I easily manifest all that I desire. 

I attract and magnetize to myself all that I need and want in a graceful and perfect way. 

I give and receive love freely and generously.

I practice gratitude many times throughout each day.
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Exercise: I am in the process of...

I have meaningful and lifelong relationships.

I am thankful for the wealth and abundance I am able to create together with my clients. 

Money is energy and it is here to serve me.

I notice an abundance of proof popping up in my life that lets me know that the Law of
Attraction is working for me.

(add more of your own)

(add more of your own)
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Day 9: Step Three-Deliberate Attraction Formula
Step 3: Allowing-Inspired Action

he Law of Attraction is one of the governing laws of the Universe and it has a formula that we 
can learn to enable us to apply this law deliberately to our lives. What is ‘Allowing’? The easiest 

way to explain ‘Allowing’ is to talk about pizza. 

When you order a pizza you have an expectation that it is on its way to your door. In other words
you have a ‘knowing’ inside of you that the pizza you ordered will eventually show up in your life.
That feeling of expectation and ‘knowing’ is exactly what we mean when we say, “You must ‘Allow’”.

When you create a new desire, you ‘Allow’ it by expecting it to arrive. You don’t have to spend any
time or energy figuring out HOW it will arrive (manifest) in your life, you just know that it is on its
way.

So what do you DO in the meantime, while you are expecting your new desire to manifest into your
present reality? You DO inspired action. You spend a few moments imagining how you will feel when
you have your new desire. You project yourself into the future already having your new desire. You
allow strong and intense emotions like happiness, satisfaction, joy and excitement to well up inside of
you. You celebrate! You do a loud and exuberant happy dance in your mind over and over again
every time you find yourself thinking about your new desire. You give gratitude that your new desire
is on its way and you give more gratitude that your new desire is on its way and you give even more
gratitude that your new desire is on its way. The more you give gratitude, the more you’ll attract
things into your life that will cause you to feel grateful.

As well as feeling grateful you want to expand the happiness in your life! That’s what motivated you
to have your new desire in the first place so the most important thing you can do while you are wait-
ing expectantly for your new desire to show up is to duplicate a feeling of happiness.

Happiness, joy, satisfaction, excitement; these are the emotions you will feel when you manifest your
new desire so these are also the emotions you want to duplicate throughout each day. Your goal is to
fill your day with activities that make you happy, joy-filled, satisfied and excited more often. That’s
why we call it, “Inspired Action!”
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7 Days of Expanding Happiness

Today’s exercise is to take out your “Feeling Good” list that you made on Day 2 and take out your
weekly desk calendar or whatever you use to organize your time. Today you are going to block some
time every day for the next 7 days to do as many “Feel Good” activities as you can. Remember, lots of
your “Feel Good” activities take less than 3 minutes to do. The goal here is to expand your feelings of
happiness, joy and satisfaction as often as you can throughout your day. 

By taking the time to block off some time in your calendar to actually schedule a Feel Good activity
you are forming a strong intention to follow through and DO it. In the bigger picture, you are learn-
ing how to incorporate deliberate attraction into your daily life. It is vitally important that you design
your life intentionally to give you more feelings of happiness more often. Once you form the intention
and commit yourself to using some small blocks of time all through the day to deliberately do an
activity that leaves you feeling good, you will attract more of the same into your life.

Create 15 minutes of quiet privacy and fill in your calendar with Feel Good activities and do them.
Very soon you’ll discover a remarkable transition in yourself. The more times you purposely take
“inspired action” the more inspired you’ll feel to take more “inspired action”. Like attracts like and
you are going to be delighted at the transformation taking place in your daily life.

If only we’d stop trying to 
be happy, we’d have a 

pretty good time.
Edith Wharton
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Day 10: An Allowing Statement
ew students of the Law of Attraction sometimes get impatient or frustrated because they see 

no evidence of the Law of Attraction working in their lives. Actually the Law of Attraction is   
always at work. Everything you have in your life right now is a result of the vibrations in your

attraction zone. You’ve BEEN manifesting all along. You just haven’t done it deliberately to get more of
what you want. When you boil it down, what you really want is proof that the Law of Attraction is
working to deliver more of what you WANT, not more of what you don’t want.

You want the proof because you need it to eliminate the doubt you have. Doubt is caused by limiting
beliefs and we all have plenty of those. Limiting beliefs are mindsets that we unconsciously adopt
throughout our lives. They come from our families, our social environments and our culture.

The Law of Attraction doesn’t work like a magic wand to sweep away our lifetime accumulation of
limiting beliefs and doubts. We all carry baggage with us and that baggage creates resistance. When
we are resistant, subconsciously or otherwise, we cannot stay open to the flow of energy that is the
manifestation of our new desire. When we feel doubt, it’s a signal that we have some kind of resist-
ance to attracting what we want.

The field of Energy Psychology offers some self-help processes that we can use to remove resistance.
We’ll be taking a closer look at some later. Today you are going to learn an exercise that works to
raise your feelings of hope and embrace new possibility that the Law of Attraction really can work in
your life.

This exercise is called An Allowing Statement. And before you start I want you to read this next sen-
tence very carefully. 

Everyone has what they have right now because they have manifested it into their
current attraction zone, non-deliberately or deliberately.

I want you to adopt a global perspective so step back for a moment and consider the planet’s entire
population and all the stuff people already have when you read the answers to these two questions:

Question #1: Right now, on the whole planet earth, is it possible that someone else
has already manifested a new desire similar to your new desire? In other words, does
anybody on the planet have what you want, or something very close to what you
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want? If what you want exists in any shape or form already, it’s because the Law of
Attraction worked in someone’s life. Someone manifested it!

So the answer to the first question is ‘Yes’.  That means the Law of Attraction works
because someone else has used it to attract a desire very similar to yours.

Question #2: If yes, how many times has the Law of Attraction worked in the last day,
the last week, or the last month?

Answer: The Law of Attraction has worked lots and lots of times, tens of thousands of
times—maybe even more in the last day, week, or month.

Now use the answers to those two questions to compose an Allowing Statement.

Here’s an example of someone’s Allowing Statement about desiring a new home.

My Allowing Statement
On the whole planet earth, lots and lots of people

have attracted and manifested an ideal new home.
On the whole planet earth, the Law of Attraction has

worked tens of thousands of times to deliver an ideal
new home.

Right now, today, on the whole planet earth, someone
is celebrating the manifestation of their ideal new home.

In the last week, lots and lots of people on the whole
planet earth have attracted their ideal new home.

In the last month, hundreds and hundreds of people
on the whole planet earth have attracted their ideal new
home.

Last Sentence

In this very moment, the Law of Attraction is lining up
all actions, thoughts, situations and experiences neces-
sary for lots and lots of people to manifest a desire
very similar to mine!
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Now it’s your turn. Write out An Allowing Statement about your newest desire.

Start by answering the two questions. Then write out the body of your Allowing Statement following
the example you just read.

My Allowing Statement

Question #1: Right now, on the whole planet earth, has anyone already manifested a desire
similar to mine? Does something similar to it exist on the planet somewhere?

Question #2: If yes, how many times has the Law of Attraction worked in the last day, week
or month?

Body of Statement

Last Sentence
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Day 11: Collecting Evidence
oday’s goal is to increase the strength of your attraction zone and relieve some of your doubt.   

Yesterday, you learned that doubt blocks the flow of the energy of your new desire from coming 
into your life.  As a new student of the Law of Attraction you need evidence that the Law of Attraction

is working in YOUR life, the same as it is working in other’s lives. Actually, to be more specific you want
evidence that YOU are able to use the Law of Attraction deliberately to attract more of what you want. 

The Law of Attraction is a Universal Law. It’s one of the laws that govern our Universe, so without a
doubt it’s working in your life in every moment. Intellectually you know that; you just want specific
evidence to assuage the doubt that whispers in your ear.

Long before you first took interest in the Law of Attraction you’ve seen evidence of it working in your life.
Look around you today. Like most of us, you have SOME good stuff in your life—so there’s lots of evidence
in your life already. But what you are really after is NEW evidence that you CAN manifest things DELIBER-
ATELY into your life so all the stuff from your days of non-deliberate attraction doesn’t really count.

Having said that, there’s lots of current evidence to be discovered. Did you know that your conscious
mind processes approximately 2,000* bits of information a second? And your eye transmits data at a
rate of about 10 million** bits per second. (By the way, an Ethernet transmits data between two com-
puters at a rate of 10–100 million bits per second.) Knowing this about your brain and your eyes, it’s
quite likely the evidence is there in front of you—you just haven’t NOTICED it yet. 

Like any other skill, collecting evidence of the Law of Attraction takes practice. You need to SEE the
world from a different perspective. You are a vibrational being interacting with a vast, universal energy
matrix. You need to practice a new and different awareness of your vibratory world.

Start with the tiny things that you have manifested. You have lots of tiny desires throughout your day.
And you’ve had lots of evidence that you are attracting more of what you want.

* The smallest unit of measure in a computer. It is represented by a 0 (off) or 1 (on).
Your conscious mind processes at 2 Kbps, or 2 thousand bits per second.

**Your eye transmits data at a rate of 100 kbps. The most common bit rate of an Mp3
processor is 128 kbps.

Did you desire a cup of coffee or tea this morning? Remember how good it was? You
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manifested it! 

Did someone that you’ve been meaning to call, suddenly call YOU out of the blue yes-
terday or in the past week or so? You manifested it! 

Did you have a small problem rolling around in the back of your mind and suddenly
the ideal solution popped into your brain? You manifested it!

Have you been wondering about something and suddenly helpful information dropped
into your lap? You manifested it!

Did you find a convenient parking space in the last few days? You manifested it!

Did someone buy you a cup of coffee or offer to pay for lunch or give you something
for free? You manifested it!

Are you wearing comfortable clothes? Ask anyone who has lost their luggage on a
vacation how grateful they were to receive their luggage back and put on their own
clothes instead of some burrowed ones. Got comfy clothes? You manifested it!

Did a waiter or waitress give you good service the last time you went out to eat? You
manifested it!

Did you get good seats at the last movie you went to? You manifested it!

See how easy it is to collect evidence once you look at your world from a vibrational perspective.
Most of us easily forget or dismiss all the tiny desires we have throughout the day. Then we turn a
blind eye to all the evidence showing up in our life. 

The secret to discovering evidence of the Law of Attraction working in your life to bring you your
desires is to live in the NOW! What feels satisfying and enjoyable right NOW? Focus on that! Notice
it! Collect evidence of it! Be grateful for it!

I’m going to share a very serious prediction of mine. Right now, out of all the people participating in
this 21-step program, the ones that really get THIS part about living in the NOW, and discovering
evidence about how all their many little desires have been manifesting in their lives, are the ones who
are going to become very successful deliberate attractors.

We all need proof to believe in something. Those of you who develop a lifelong habit of noticing the mani-
festation of your tiny desires, and take a moment to collect the evidence and then give thanks for it (practice
gratitude) are going to be wildly successful at applying the Law of Attraction deliberately to your lives. Why?
Because noticing and celebrating the little desires manifesting in your life opens you up for feeling more 
satisfaction and more joy and more happiness. And when you feel that way, you are attracting more of the
same to move into your life. When you are MORE satisfied and MORE joyful and MORE happy, it all just
keeps on building on itself until eventually, you start attracting some of your bigger desires.

Collecting evidence always starts with the little stuff! This exercise is one of the most important ones
you’ll want to build into your daily life. Start collecting evidence today. WRITE IT DOWN AND SAVE
IT. Make it a daily habit and take the time to reread your entries. Stay focused on the evidence and
your doubt will greatly diminish. Remember, you can only send out one vibration at time! 
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My Law of Attraction Evidence Journal

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed this evidence of the Law of Attraction working in my life:
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Day 12: Program your brain!
ur brains are indescribably amazing beyond our understanding. Did you know that your brain, 
specifically your RAS (reticular activating system) sorts and filters up to 100 trillion bits of 
incoming data at any given time? That’s close to 1,000 Mb of data in computer-talk! Your RAS 

filters all the incoming data and then flags the important stuff. How does this fit into the Law of
Attraction you ask? The coolest thing about your RAS is that it cannot distinguish between data that
comes from the real world and imaginary data. It treats real events and imagined events exactly the
same. This is great news for deliberate attractors because we can program our RAS to flag anything 
in our incoming data that resonates with our new desire. Remember, researchers estimate that your
mind processes data at a rate of 2 kbps (2,000 bits per second) and your eyes transmit data at a rate
of 10–100 Mbps (10–100 million bits per second).

Needless to say, we are aware of only a small fraction of what is going on around us. That’s why hyp-
nosis is used to help witnesses of a crime glean more information from their brains. Our brains take
in an incomprehensible amount of data but our RAS only flags a small percentage of it. Hypnosis
works to resift through the data and pull out data we aren’t aware of having in our conscious mind.

You can program your RAS to scan your environment and flag ANYTHING that resonates at the same
frequency of your desires. The Law of Attraction doesn’t work to suddenly PLUNK a new desire into
your life. It’s a gradual process, most often called ‘inspired action’. Inspired action means you are sud-
denly motivated to take some kind of action in harmony with your new desire. Sometimes it comes in
the form of useful information; sometimes it feels like a ‘missing link’ pops into your brain. In other
words, you don’t sit back and snooze to attract your new desire. It requires your attention, energy and
focus. 

A vision board is a powerful way to program your RAS. A vision board is simply a big collage of pic-
tures and writing that represent the things you want to manifest in your life. You create selections that
evoke strong passion or emotion from you whenever you look at them. Vibrationally, the more atten-
tion you give your new desire the faster it will manifest. Scientifically, your RAS is programmed like a
radio tuned into one specific frequency. As it starts picking up thoughts, actions, situations, experi-
ences and people that resonate at the same frequency as your desire, you’ll feel inspired to take some
sort of action with respect to your new desire. 

And there’s more good news. Your subconscious mind works in pictures and images. Things really
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start to flow when your conscious and subconscious mind work together. Remember, your conscious
mind processes incoming data at 10–100 Mbps but your subconscious mind processes incoming data
at 4,000 Mbps! That’s an awesome amount of power when they work together.

Make sure your vision board has as many pictures as possible to take advantage of the power of your
subconscious mind. Pick selections that bring out strong emotions in you. The goal is to fire up your
passion about your new desires! Pick a strategic location to hang your vision board. The whole point
of it is to maximize the exposure of your RAS so that a constant flow of stimulus is activating that
part of your brain. And it’s perfectly alright to pick a private place for your vision board if there is
something on it that you want to keep private. Sometimes, people make judgements about our
dreams and goals and you don’t want to be subjected to any kind of negative energy.

Remember that I said your RAS can’t distinguish between real events and imagined events? Use this
information to your advantage. Don’t just look at your vision board, spend a few moments and 
imagine how it feels to manifest your desires. Involve all of your senses. Ask yourself these questions:

Emotional Imagining©

� What are you seeing? 

� What are you hearing? 

� Are you touching something? If so, what does it feel like? 

� What are you saying to yourself? 

� What are other people saying to you? 

� What colors stand out? 

� What smells do you notice? 

� What are you wearing?

� What’s in the background?

� How does your heart feel when you imagine having your new desire?

� Imagine calling up your best friend and telling them the good news? 

� What do you feel as you are making that call?

Let those feelings and emotions rise up inside of you. Even 30 seconds of concentrated emotional-
imagining makes a remarkable difference in this vibratory world.

If you have family or friends that are also students of the Law of Attraction you can create a delightful
get together to construct visions boards. Get everyone to bring lots and lots of magazines, gather up
some scissors, glue and felt pens, have a potluck dinner, clear the table and start putting the spotlight
on your new desires.

Your homework today is to commit to making a vision board in the next 7 days. Go online and
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research more about them if you are not sure how to construct one. There are lots of ‘how-to’ sites
out there. Make a list of supplies and start gathering them right away. Block off 2 hours of time and
DO IT! You’ll be grateful you did and in the days, weeks and months to come, you’ll thank yourself
over and over again for taking the time to do this powerful attraction exercise.

Vision without action is a dream.
Action without vision is simply
passing the time. Action with
Vision is making a positive 

difference.
Joel Barker
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Day 13: Why? How would that make me feel?
ou’ve heard me emphasize the importance of attaching strong emotions to your new desires. 
Your emotions govern your vibe and determine the strength of your attraction zone. This simple 
exercise will help you evoke the kind of emotion necessary to attract your new desire.

Focus on two or three of your new desires. It is best for new students studying this process to
learn how to manifest gradually so begin with two or three desires that make you feel good. 

Create a quiet and private space to work in for about 20–30 minutes. On a fresh sheet of paper or
using the form on page 38, write down one of your new desires at the top of the page using this
wording for the first sentence.

It is my intention to attract a desire for...then fill in 
the rest of the sentence.

Next ask yourself “Why?” Write whatever comes to mind and then ask yourself, “How would that
make me feel?” Repeat either question or both questions over and over again. Don’t worry about the
mechanics of writing. The idea is to get into a flow and to keep at it until it feels like it has naturally
ended.

Example:

It is my intention to attract my new desire 
of having my own piano.
Why?

Because I could play whenever I felt like it.
How would that make me feel?

I’d feel happy.
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Why?

Because I love playing piano.
Why?

Because I love being creative and piano playing
allows me to do that.
How does that make me feel?

Being creative makes me feel whole and peaceful.
Why?

Because I feel like I free-up the real me inside when
I’m using my creative self.
How does that make me feel?

I feel sublimely happy, like I’m living my 
true purpose.
Why?

Because my true purpose is to create and then 
share my creations with others to bring them joy 
and happiness.
How does that make me feel?

It makes me feel like I am ONE with ONE, like I am in
the flow, like I am living the true creation of who I am.
Now rewrite your opening sentence, “It is my intention...”

It doesn’t matter what your answers are. There are infinite reasons to have desires. Don’t judge your
answers. Just discover them!

When you are done, fold up this sheet of paper and carry it with you all day. Take it out and reread it
often. As you read, notice how much more emotion is now attached to your desire. The more intense
emotion you feel, the more powerful your attraction zone is for this new desire.

Pick 1 or 2 other new desires and repeat this exercise for each one. Observe the big boost it gives
your vibration. That’s what deliberate attraction is all about.
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Exercise: Why? How does it make me feel?

It is my intention to attract a desire for:

Why? How does that make me feel?

Why? How does that make me feel?

Why? How does that make me feel?

Why? How does that make me feel?

Why? How does that make me feel?
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Day 14: Intention and Assignment to Manager
ongratulations! You’ve been learning how to become a Deliberate Attractor for 14 days.

Ideally you have:

* Been tracking your vibe by tracking your feelings

* Been changing your vibe by choosing an activity from your “Feeling Good” list

* Filled in the Duplicate Happiness exercise and have added more of your own

* Been making daily entries in your Gratitude Journal

* Been noticing when you use the words, Don’t, Not and No and have been replacing them
with other words, remembering to ask yourself, “So, what do I want?”

* Finished the exercise from Day 6, Clarity From Contrast

* Composed a Desire Statement for each of your new desires

* Filled in the exercise ‘When My New Desire Arrives’

* Added the phrase, “I’m in the process of...” to any affirmations you want to use and you are
repeating them daily

* Completed Allowing Statements for each of your new desires

* Been noticing evidence of the Law of Attraction at work in your life and are writing down
entries in your ‘My Evidence Journal’.

* Made a vision board or are fully committed to scheduling time for it in the next 6 days.

* Completed the ‘Why? How Would That Make Me Feel?’ exercise from yesterday

Today I’m going to teach you another exercise that will help you to ‘Allow’. Today’s exercise requires you to use
your imagination and you already learned that your brain can’t distinguish between real events or imagined
events. A few months back there was a story in the news about a woman who was in a comatose state. When
asked to imagine herself playing tennis, the MRI machine showed that areas of her brain lit up exactly the same
as in the completely healthy test subjects’ brains. Even though she was comatose, she still responded to spoken
commands, playing tennis in her mind. Suffice it to say, our brains are incredible.
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Take out a fresh sheet of paper (or use the form on page 41) and draw a line vertically from the top
to the bottom. On the left side put the title ‘My Intention Today Is To...’ and on the other side write
down the title ‘Assigned to Law of Attraction Manager’.

Intention is very powerful, so to begin this exercise, sift through your mental ‘To-Do’ list and select
items that you are 99% sure you can accomplish successfully today. Success is very important because
you are selecting activities that when completed will leave you with a feeling of enjoyable satisfaction.
That emotion will generate positive vibes from you and that’s your goal. The more enjoyable satisfac-
tion you feel, the more experiences you will attract that resonate with the same vibrational frequency
as those kinds of feelings. 

Remember, as James Ray said recently on an Oprah show about the movie, ‘The Secret’, “Trying is 
failing with honor.” So don’t write down items from your ‘To-Do’ list that your gut tells you you will
probably not get done. Stay away from those; you don’t want to activate a negative vibration within you.

The other column, ‘Assigned to Law of Attraction Manager’ requires your imagination so follow along
as we pretend.

Imagine that you own a wildly successful corporation. You are in your top floor executive deluxe
office. Something needs doing so you punch the intercom and get your top level manager on the line.
You simply describe what needs doing, give all the specifics and then you hang up! You KNOW your
top level manager is going to work out all the logistics to complete the assignment you just handed
over. You continue doing things from your ‘To-Do’ list while your brilliant manager does their job.
You don’t meddle, you don’t second guess and most of all, you don’t punch the intercom and demand
them to abort the task because you’ve decided you and only you can figure it all out. You are wildly
successful because you have confidence in your incredibly competent manager.

Can you see where I am going with this? That’s right! The Law of Attraction is YOUR brilliant, highly
competent manager! So I want you to assign it the task of working in your life to bring you a new
desire. Choose something that you know you CAN’T possibly make happen on your own but would
still like to have! Assign one or more desires to your Law of Attraction manager and then forget about
them and put your focus on your own ‘To-Do’ list.

This is a great exercise to help you ‘Allow’. Ask for a new desire, assign it to your Law of Attraction man-
ager and then move on! I strongly recommend that you do this exercise every morning. It is a powerful
way to align your energy with your intentions and to release any need you have to ‘figure-it-all-out’.

Ask
Assign
Act 

(‘Act’ means to let go and focus on your ‘To-Do’ list)

Create 10–15 minutes of quiet privacy and complete this exercise. Schedule time every morning to 
do it and you will quickly learn how good it feels to set yourself up for success (left hand column of
Intentions) and let go of figuring out how your desires will manifest (right hand column of
Assignments). You’ve got a manager who governs the whole Universe. Why not make use of it?
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INTENTION
My To-Do List for today

ASSIGNMENT
I assign to my Law of Attraction Manager
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Day 15: Limiting Beliefs
he new perspective you are developing allows you to understand that you are quite simply a 

cluster of energy interacting with a vast, Universal energy matrix. Your ability to deliberately 
manifest depends on the strength of the positive vibes in your attraction zone. You want ‘Allowing’

to become a way of life for you and in order to ‘Allow’ effectively you need to eradicate doubt and
resistance from your vibratory being.

All doubt and resistance is caused by limiting beliefs. Without those two forces working in your
vibrational being, you would manifest easily and bountifully. Whether your goal is to manifest more
things or to manifest a life filled with joy, peace, love and happiness, limiting beliefs will continue to
thwart your efforts to attract what you desire.

Today you are going to spend some time identifying your limiting beliefs, and then, over the next few
days, I’m going to teach you a fast, safe and reliable method that will clear all UNWANTED negative
energy from your attraction zone in the days, weeks and months to come.

What is a belief?

A belief is a thought that is repeated over and over again; whether it is real, imagined or just per-
ceived to be real. Our beliefs are formed by a number of factors.

� People: Parents, partners, family, friends, teachers, co-workers, religious leaders, community
members or care-givers.

� Environments: Home, school, office, neighborhood, religious, social, cultural, global, and
media-produced environments.

� Singular Experiences: emotional, physical or spiritually traumatizing experiences.

� Phobias: 

• Learned phobias—like being afraid of the bogey man 

• Singular event phobias—like a near-drowning experience that results in a fear of
swimming, or a car accident that results in loss of confidence to drive again
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Types of beliefs:

� Factual: the sun rises every morning, water runs downhill, snow is white. (The belief that
something is what it is, yesterday, today and tomorrow.)

� Experiential: based on past experiences, some of which have been true in the past but aren’t
true anymore. You’ll get a spanking if you assert your opinion—true for your childhood but
not true for your current adult life. (The belief that expressing one’s opinion is wrong.)

� Self-capabilities: beliefs about what you can and can’t do

� Self-identifying: beliefs about yourself; the words you use to describe yourself

� Cause and Effect: such as a belief that you can’t leave the table until all your food is eaten

� Extrapolated: I’ve gained weight therefore I am weak; I’m retired therefore I am useless; I
have a learning disability therefore I am stupid

� Event based: I don’t do house-parties, I don’t do bridal showers, I don’t do office holiday parties

Examples of Limiting Beliefs:

� Even though I do my best, my best is never good enough.

� I never seem to get it right.

� I’m not the sort of person that good things happen to.

� I’m immature if I want to have fun.

� Unless I’m busting a gut at work, I’m lazy.

� It’s hard for me to accept love from others.

� People love me for my brains (but my body leaves lots to be desired).

� I’m this way because my parents made me this way.

� I come from a family of overweight people.

� Breast cancer runs in my family.

� I’ve made my bed, now I have to sleep in it.

� Without coffee, I act as grumpy as an old bear in the morning.

� I can’t help it, I was born this way.

� It’s OK for my partner to disrespect me

� He (she) doesn’t treat me well but I know deep down inside he (she) loves me.

� I have to work hard for my money.

� The only way I’ll get rich is if I win the lottery.

� I have to keep up with the neighbors.

� I’ll never be able to sort this all out.

� I’m stuck between a rock and a hard place.

� They are never going to change, why bother.

Now it’s time for you to identify some of your own limiting beliefs. Create a quiet and private space
for 30–45 minutes and fill in the exercise on the next pages.
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Exercise:  Identifying Limiting Beliefs...

...about myself in relationships:

...about myself as a parent:

...about myself as an adult sibling (sister or brother):

...about myself and my job or career):

...about myself and money:

...about myself and my potential:
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Identifying Limiting Beliefs...

...about myself and my past:

...about myself getting older:

Other limiting beliefs I’m aware of:

Unresolved negative emotions I’m aware of:

Things that trigger strong negative emotions inside of me:

Many thanks to my friend and mentor, Linda Storey for supplying this information on Limiting Beliefs and EFT on
the following pages. Linda has been an EFT and Law of Attraction coach, an NLP counselor and a Hawaiian Huna
practitioner since 1995. She has assisted hundreds of people to release their limiting beliefs quickly and easily and to
transform and expand the positive power of their “attraction zones.”

To learn more about personal coaching, training sessions and other products and services offered by Linda, contact her
at http://www.BeyondOverwhelm.com or call her Toll Free at 1.888.642.7843 or send her an Email to
lindastorey@shaw.ca
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Day 16: Clearing Out Resistance
esterday you learned that limiting beliefs cause doubt and your thoughts of doubt generate 
negative vibrations. Negative vibrations attract more negativity and prevent the flow of energy 
that attracts your desire. For the next few days, you are going to learn and master a technique 

called EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) that works to clear away negative energy and increase
the positive flow of energy in your attraction zone.

What is EFT?

EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique) is a breakthrough method of neuro-energy psychology that was
developed by Gary Craig in the early 1990’s. Basically speaking, it is an emotional version of
acupuncture without using needles. To do EFT you stimulate well established energy meridian points
by simply tapping on them with your fingertips. These meridian points access the body’s energy sys-
tem, relieving blocked energy, correcting damaged energy pathways, and finally, balancing and
strengthening energy flow throughout the body. EFT is simple to learn, easy to memorize and quick
to apply. For over a decade and a half, hundreds of thousands of people, many of them professionals
in the field of psychology, have successfully used EFT to reduce and release stress, fear, doubt, anxiety,
and other experiences that negatively effect ones body including weight loss and food cravings.

Researchers of EFT assert that the cause of all negative emotion is a disruption in the body’s energy
system. Originally, a negative experience occurs and jolts, zaps or disrupts the body’s energy system.
From that moment forward, every thought or memory of that negative event continues to disrupt the
body’s energy system. A negative emotion is then created; fear, anxiety, anger, hurt, or sadness etc. 

EFT postulates its powerful effects are drawn from time-honored Eastern discoveries that have been
around for over 5,000 years. And, as far back as the 1920’s, Albert Einstein taught that everything,
including our bodies, is composed of energy. Through specific meridian points, EFT affects both the
conscious and subconscious mind, thus making it a powerful tool to clear out negative energy from
your attraction zone and strengthen your positive vibration. Hundreds and hundreds of people have
used EFT successfully to release limiting beliefs and strengthen affirming new beliefs resulting in a
much better ability to manifest.

Using the metaphor of deliberate attraction behaving like a radio tuner tuned to draw in a specific
radio frequency, EFT gets rid of any background static that disrupts the signal. Or you can imagine
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EFT to be like excellent antivirus scanning software. You can use it on your whole system to remove
all files (limiting beliefs) that work in the background to prevent your system from working efficiently.

How to do EFT
To do EFT you will tap on specific meridian points in a specific sequence. The tapping points pro-
ceed down the body. Tapping can be done with either hand, or both hands simultaneously or alter-
nating through the sequence. Tap with the fingertips of your index and middle finger or add your
thumb also. Tap firmly but never so hard as to hurt or risk bruising yourself. Tap about 7 times on
each of the tapping points or longer, depending on the length of phrase you are reciting. It doesn’t
matter what side of the body you tap on. Some people get benefits from tapping on the points on
both sides of their body simultaneously and some people prefer to alternate from one side to the
other. Just do what feels right for you! Follow these steps, you’ll find the sequence easy to memorize
after a few tries.

1.  Determine the problem you want to clear. Focus intently on it for a few seconds. Bringing 
a problem to mind activates certain energy meridians, which can then be corrected and re-estab-
lished to flow correctly.

The problem you focus on can be:

• An undesirable emotion response (fear of public speaking, fear of dogs, fear of heights)

• An undesirable physical reaction (stress headaches at office meetings, clenched jaw in one
partner when treated insensitivly by the other partner)

• An undesirable thought (obsessing about your child’s weight, continually focusing on one’s
spouse’s negative points and failures)

• An undesirable habit (feeling in a rush all the time, cracking one’s knuckles, speaking too fast)

2.  Rate the level of intensity of discomfort this problem evokes in you. Use a scale of 0–10,
with “0” meaning no discomfort and “10” meaning very intense discomfort.

3.  Perform the Set-Up:

This is the first part of the energy intervention. The statement of self-acceptance that you are
going to say out loud aligns your energy for healing and change. It is a specific intervention 
targeted at what is called “Psychological Reversal”; a condition in which the flow of your body’s
energy system is reversed. Think of it as batteries for a flashlight that have been put in backwards.
The Set-Up intervenes and corrects this reversal. This is very important because Psychological
Reversal contributes to self-sabotage and other negative emotions. The Set-up neutralizes resist-
ance and allows positive change to take place.

Look at the chart on page 51 and find the “Karate Chop” point. During the Set-Up you will be
tapping on this point and saying this specific phrase 3 times.
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Set-Up Phrase:

“Even though I ___________ (state the problem) I deeply and completely love and accept myself.”

“Even though I ___________ (state the problem) I deeply and completely love and accept myself.”

“Even though I ___________ (state the problem) I deeply and completely love and accept myself.”

You can also rub the tender spots indicated on the chart while repeating the Set-Up phrase. It is
just as effective as the Karate Chop point.

4.  The tapping sequence: (Refer to the chart on page 51 to locate each of the tapping points.)

a. EB (Eye Brow) is at the beginning of the eyebrow just above and to one side of the
bridge of your nose.

b. SE (Side of Eye) is on the bone bordering the outside corner of the eye. 

c. UE (Under Eye) is on the bone under either eye, about one inch (2.5 cm) below the
pupil.

d. UN (Under Nose) is on the small area between the bottom of the nose and the top of the
upper lip.

e. Ch (Chin) is midway between the point of the chin and the bottom of the lower lip
(while not exactly on the point of the chin, the term “chin point” is descriptive enough
for people to understand and remember easily.)

f. CB (Collarbone) is the junction where the sternum (breastbone), collarbone, and the first
rib meet.

g. UA (Under the Arm) is about four inches (10 cm)  below the armpit, about even with
the 
nipple on men or the middle of a bra strap on women.

h. KC (Karate Chop) is the middle of the fleshy part on the outside of either hand,
between the top of the wrist bone and the base of the baby finger (the part of the hand
you would use to deliver a karate chop.)

i. H (Head) is the middle of the top of your head between your hairline at the front and
your crown.

Follow along using the chart, beginning with the EB (Eye Brow point) and ending with the H (head).

1st Round:
Write down your level of discomfort from “0” to “10”.

Begin tapping.

As you tap each point, you state the problem again, only this time you use an abbreviated phrase
called a Reminder Phrase. This phrase keeps your energy system activated for this specific problem.

Example: Set-Up phrase was “Even though I am afraid of dogs...I deeply and completely love and
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accept myself.” Your reminder phrase would be, “This fear of dogs.” Some people prefer to say,
“RELEASING this fear of dogs.” Choose one phrase and continue to say it as you tap through the
sequence of meridian points.

EB- Releasing this fear of dogs

SE- Releasing this fear of dogs

UE- Releasing this fear of dogs

UN- Releasing this fear of dogs

Ch- Releasing this fear of dogs

CB- Releasing this fear of dogs

UA- Releasing this fear of dogs

H  - Releasing this fear of dogs

2nd Round:
Now that you have released what you don’t want, you will tap in what you DO want.

EB- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

SE- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

UE- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

UN- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

Ch- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

CB- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

UA- I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

H - I choose to stay calm and cool around dogs.

Re-assess
Tune into your problem again. Rate the intensity of your problem again. You will find that your inten-
sity has lessened. If your number is 2 or higher, repeat 1st and 2nd round again with these changes to
the wording.

Set-Up Phrase: “Even though I STILL have this fear of dogs, I deeply and completely love and accept
myself.”

Reminder Phrase: “This REMAINING fear of dogs.”

KC “Even though I STILL have this fear of dogs, I deeply and completely love and
accept myself.” “Even though I STILL have this fear of dogs, I deeply and completely
love and accept myself.” “Even though I STILL have this fear of dogs, I deeply and
completely love and accept myself.”

EB- This REMAINING fear of dogs.

SE- This REMAINING fear of dogs.
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UE- This REMAINING fear of dogs.

UN-  This REMAINING fear of dogs.

Ch- This REMAINING fear of dogs.

CB- This REMAINING fear of dogs.

UA- This REMAINING fear of dogs.

H  - This REMAINING fear of dogs.

Now that you have corrected the flow of your energy system, it’s a good idea to repeat this EFT
sequence once or twice a day for a few days. This fine tunes your energy system and ensures that this
intervention is complete for this problem.

Many thanks to my friend and EFT mentor, Linda Storey for 
consulting on this EFT report project. Linda has been an EFT and Law
of Attraction coach, an NLP counselor and a Hawaiian Huna practi-
tioner since 1995. She has assisted hundreds of people to release
their limiting beliefs and painful memories quickly and easily to
transform and expand the positive power of their “attraction zones.”

EFT Resources

If you’d like to learn more about EFT and how to use it in your daily
life, then refer to these resources below in addition to the resources
we share about it at the GreatLivingToday.com website.

Gary Craig — the founder of EFT — http://www.emofree.com/

Carol Look — http://www.carollook.com/

Nicolas Ortner — http://www.thetappingsolution.com/
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Shown on the hand are other
points that were used for an older
version of EFT.  These were used 
in what is called the “9 Gamut
Procedure.” As EFT grew and
expanded in use, practitioners
reported that they were having
wonderful success without using
the 9 Gamut Procedure that was
part of the original EFT method-
ology, so it is rarely used anymore.
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Day 17: More on EFT
esterday you learned how to do EFT (Emotional Freedom Technique). Today, we’ll expand our 
mastery of EFT using the problem of stress and overwhelm. Notice how the Set-Up phrase is 
different. Instead of repeating one concise phrase, you are saying something different for each 

of the three repetitions. And in the tapping sequence you are saying a different aspect of your
problem each time. This evokes more emotion from you which results in stronger activation of the
energy meridians that need unblocking and rebalancing. (Refer to page 47 for an EFT refresher.)

1st Round
Set-Up: Say out loud while tapping on the Karate Chop point (KC)

KC:  “Even though I feel completely overwhelmed every time I even think about all that I
have to do, and even though it leaves me feeling paralyzed, I choose to love and
respect myself for exactly who I am in this moment.”

KC:  “Even though I’m overwhelmed and feel completely helpless to take care of myself, I
deeply and completely love and accept myself as I go through this.”

KC: “Even though I feel totally overwhelmed and stuck, I choose to love and accept exactly
who I am at this stage of my journey.”

Tapping Sequence (Take your time and tap firmly but gently.)

EB: “I feel totally overwhelmed right now.” 

SE: “Everything is piling up and I can’t seem to cope at all.” 

UE: “I can’t think clearly anymore and I don’t know how I am going to get through this.” 

UN: “I feel overwhelmed and totally stressed out.” 

Ch: “I don’t know how to relax and just go with the flow.” 

CB: “I’m so completely exhausted by all of this.” 

UA: “I can’t cope with my life. It feels totally out of control.” 

H  : “I’m so overwhelmed; I don’t know what to do first.”
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2nd Round
This time you are going to tap IN positive choices, love and acceptance of yourself.

EB: “I choose to breathe slowly in and out while I tell myself that I only need to 
take one baby step at a time.” 

SE: “I choose to see myself as strong and confident.” 

UE: “I appreciate who I am and all that I’ve learned along the way.” 

UN: “I give myself permission to go forward at my own pace.” 

Ch: “I allow myself to heal this feeling of being overwhelmed.” 

CB: “I am so grateful to learn EFT and use it to find a better feeling place.”

UA: “I am in the process of learning how to take care of myself.” 

H  : “I love feeling grateful for my uniqueness now.”

3rd Round
This time, recite a positive prayer or a series of affirmations that ring true for you. 

EB: I love knowing we all deserve abundance... 

SE: I choose to believe in the guidance I am receiving... 

UE: I appreciate the abundance of good feelings in all areas of my life... 

UN: I love appreciating my body, my friends, my opportunities... 

Ch: I’m grateful for all these new opportunities for wisdom... 

CB: I appreciate exactly who I am... 

UA: I appreciate all the lessons I am learning... 

H  : I am so grateful for all the abundance in my life...

Observe and Re-Assess, repeating if necessary with these changes: 

Set-Up Phrase: “Even though I STILL...”

Reminder Phrase: “This REMAINING...”
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Day 18: Tapping in Choices
oday we are going to look at one more facet of EFT that has proven to be highly effective to clear 
away unwanted negative energy and strengthen the positive power of your attraction zone. It’s 

called The Choices Method and was discovered by Dr. Pat Carrington.

In the Choices Method of EFT, the 1st round is done tapping to negative phrases that target a specific
discomfort, followed by a 2nd round in which specific choices are tapped in. This alternating pattern,
first negative phrases and then positive choices, is repeated as often as necessary. It is a very effective
application of EFT because once a link is formed between a person’s negative thoughts and a positive
“choice”, every time the negative thought enters a person’s mind, it immediately triggers a positive
“choice” statement automatically. This leads to fast and effective behavior changes.

Many people who use this method report that even if they can’t remember the exact wording of their
“choice” statements, when a negative thought activates a positive choice, they find themselves experi-
encing a positive state in their being—exactly opposite to their previous behavioral patterns.

EFT-Choices Method
1st Round
Rate your discomfort on a scale of “0” to “10” with “10” being extremely intense discomfort.

Set-Up: KC (Karate Chop Point)

“Even though I’m addicted to high-carb foods, I deeply and completely love and accept
myself.”

“Even though all I do in the evening is eat and eat and eat, I deeply and completely love and
accept myself.”

“Even though I love to eat all evening long, I deeply and completely love and accept myself.”

EB: “This addictive behavior.”

SE: “This overeating.”

UE: “This addiction to high-carb foods.”
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UN: “This feeling of being out of control around food at night.”

Ch: “This addictive behavior.”

CB: “This overeating.”

UA: “This addiction.”

H  : “This addiction to high-carb foods.”

2nd Round (Choices)
Set-Up: KC (Karate Chop Point)

“Even though I’m addicted to high-carb foods, I CHOOSE to eat nutritious food for each
meal.”

“Even though all I do in the evening is eat and eat and eat, I CHOOSE to control my food
intake.”

“Even though I feel out of control around food at night, I CHOOSE to feel satisfied and 
content after eating a nutritious dinner.”

EB: “I choose to be free of excessive eating.”

SE: “I choose to enjoy balanced and healthy meals.”

UE: “I choose to eat only the ideal and proper amounts of food that will supply all 
the vitamins and nutrients I require on a daily basis.

UN: “I choose to eat proper amounts of food at all times during the day and evening.

Ch: “I choose to feel satisfied and content after eating ideal portions of food.

CB: “I choose to eat nutritiously.”

UA: “I choose to select ideal and proper amounts of food each time I am hungry.”

H  : “I choose to leave food on my plate when my body has had enough to maintain 
its ideal state.”

RE-ASSESS your discomfort. (“0” to “10”)

If you score “2” or higher repeat both rounds beginning with the negative phrases in the 1st Round
and ending with the positive choices in the 2nd round. Most people typically feel a noticeable shift 
in their attitude after doing these rounds of EFT. Each time a thought pops up with respect to former
problematic behavior, they feel guided very easily to choose positive behaviors instead. Doing EFT
isn’t the same as mustering up the will power to make a desired change in your behavior. EFT works
to remove the old negative energy so all new choices feel easy and effortless to make. 

Try this method for yourself. Many people who began using the standard method of EFT, use this
method just as often. After you have been doing EFT for a few weeks, you’ll find it easy to switch
back and forth between these two methods. Some days, the standard EFT method will feel right to
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use and some days, the “choices” method will feel like it is the right one to use. Now you have a
choice!

Use EFT daily to clear blocked energy flows, and to rebalance and strengthen your energy meridians.
EFT is a powerful tool to clear unwanted negative energy from your attraction zone. The more you
use EFT the more effective it works because the more often you “tune-up” your energy system, the
less work it needs to “fine tune” itself on a daily basis. If you are serious about deliberate attraction,
you’ll incorporate EFT into your daily way of life. Remember, you attract what you vibrate!

Success is liking yourself, 
liking what you do, and 
liking how you do it.

Maya Angelou
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Day 19: Your Attraction Photo Album
oday you are going to learn another great way to focus positive attention on your new desires. 

You are going to make an Attraction Photo Album.

You’ll need an empty large photo album with the “magnetic” pages that allow you to place photos any
which way on a page. And you’ll need a supply of advertising flyers and catalogs. Create 30 minutes
of quiet privacy for this exercise.

Go through the flyers and catalogs and cut out pictures that remind you of your new desires. Maybe
you want your kitchen remodeled and the Home Depot flyer has sink fixtures on sale! Cut them out.
Maybe you want to get in shape for a fabulous hiking holiday. Cut out items you’ll need to buy for
the trip. While you are at it, cut out a picture of the new treadmill you’ll need to get yourself in shape
for your dream holiday. Maybe you want to attract an ideal partner who shares your love of photogra-
phy. Cut out pictures of new cameras and lenses.

Arrange the cut out pictures in the new album in whichever way delights you. Now here’s a key step.
Put the album somewhere where it will be easy for you to look through it once or twice a day. Some
people like to keep it right beside their bed so they can spend a few moments at the close of their day
focusing on their new desires.

This is the most important part of this exercise. When you look at the items you have placed in your
album (and you can add to it every week or so or as often as you like) give yourself time to FEEL all
the feelings you know you will have once you manifest your new desire. Take the time to generate as
much emotion as you can (and then some). You’ve read this many times and I’ll repeat it again
because it is so vitally important to Deliberate Attraction:

It is the feeling that generates the vibration of attraction. (Maybe a good exercise would be for
you to write that phrase out a hundred times...)

It’s the feeling that generates the vibration of attraction...

It’s the feeling that generates the vibration of attraction...

When you get right down to the brass tacks of Deliberate Attraction, you basically FEEL YOUR WAY
TO DELIBERATE ATTRACTION!
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Attraction Photo Albums are a fun exercise to do with kids too. If you have a family, block some time
for about an hour’s worth of fun in the next couple of evenings and create an enjoyable and produc-
tive segment of “family time” making Attraction Albums while boosting everyone’s attraction power!
You’ll be glad you did!

What is opportunity, and when does it
knock? It never knocks. You can wait a 

whole lifetime, listening, hoping, 
and you will hear no knocking. 

None at all. 
You are opportunity, and you must knock 

on the door leading to your destiny. 
You prepare yourself to recognize 
opportunity, to pursue and seize 

opportunity as you develop the strength 
of your personality, and build a 

self-image with which you are able 
to live — with your self-respect 

alive and growing.
Dr. Maxwell Maltz
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Day 20: Discovering Abundance
ost of us associate abundance with money—cold hard cash! But abundance is actually a 

feeling. Handfuls of cold hard cash make you FEEL abundant. That’s great news because 
you’ve already learned that any positive feeling can be duplicated to generate positive vibes!

So...if abundance is a feeling, how do you go about duplicating that feeling? The answer is simple—
start looking around and discovering sources of abundance. You are actually surrounded by abun-
dance every day but you haven’t trained yourself to notice it so it disappears off your radar screen.

Where’s the abundance in my life?

Did you go grocery shopping and find that items on your grocery list were on sale? That’s abundance.
You just got MORE exchange for your currency than last week!

Did someone pick up the tab at lunch the other week? That’s abundance. You just got food for FREE!

Did you get free advice from a friend or colleague? That’s abundance—you didn’t get billed for their
expertise!

Did you get something free (buy 1 get the next one free)? That’s abundance!

What about other sources of abundance that have nothing to do with money? It’s spring-time where I
live while this is being written and nature is exploding with abundance. There are countless new bright
green leaves and buds on the trees and plants. There are birds and insects getting ready to multiply.
Nature is alive with abundance and it is the exact same energy as the abundance of money. So when
you stop for a few moments and get very still and quiet as you observe nature, you will tune into the
frequency of the “abundance vibes” that occur in nature. And in that moment, you too will generate a
positive vibe because you are placing all your attention, energy and focus on nature’s vast demonstration
of abundance. You can only generate one vibration at a time and when you observe the abundance of
nature you are boosting the power of your attraction zone to attract more abundance.

You’ll want to sharpen your abundance detection skills so start by using the exercise sheet on the next
page. Fill it out at the end of every day for the next 14 days and you will be amazed at how much more
abundant you feel. AND you also have MORE to be grateful for. Abundance and gratitude go hand in
hand. So do yourself a huge favor and set an intention to deliberately seek out daily sources of abundance
in your life. It’s been there all this time and more is on its way if you spend the time to focus on it.
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I’m noticing more and more abundance every day...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...

Today’s Date:_____________
Today I noticed abundance in my life when...
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Day 21: Deliberate Attraction is Living in the NOW.
s I was sitting down to write content for this last day I pondered these questions for a few 
moments, “What is the most indispensable skill a student of the Law of Attraction must 
master in order to become a successful deliberate attractor?” What is the foundation stone 

of knowledge upon which all other teachings of the Law of Attraction rest on? The answer was
so obvious; living in the NOW. Deliberate attraction requires us to control our thoughts and focus
our attention and energy deliberately. The only way to accomplish that is to BE present. 

You can only control your thoughts in the present moment because the present moment is all that
exists. Life happens here in the NOW. As I said before, some great teachers of the Law of Attraction
believe that the only thing one must do to manifest a happy, joy-filled and satisfying life is to give 
gratitude. Before you give gratitude, you must be fully aware of your surroundings and everything you
are experiencing. Giving your full attention to the smallest details around you expands your capacity 
to appreciate and give gratitude, causing you to attract more things and experiences to be grateful for. 

The only vibration that counts is the one you are generating in this moment. And now, in THIS
moment, the only vibe that counts is the one you are sending out right NOW. And NOW...in THIS
moment the only vibration that counts is THIS one. Have you figured out there is a pattern to this?
You can’t deliberately attract until you master living in the NOW for this moment, and then the next
moment when it comes, and then the next moment etc.

Only this present moment exists therefore your vibration only exists in this moment. All the exercises,
tips and tools you are learning have one singular purpose—to train you to focus your attention and ener-
gy deliberately.

Non-deliberate attraction happens when you allow your thoughts to roam in memories of the past or
anticipation of the future. Notice how often each day your feelings and therefore your vibe is caused
by thoughts filled with:

� wishes to change something

� regret for past choices

� reminders of past pain

� reruns of a conflict you participated in
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� complaints about somebody or something that happened in a past moment

� future “what-if” scenarios (all fear, worry and anxiety is about something that hasn’t
happened yet and only exists as a construct in your mind)

You cannot experience gratitude unless you are living in the present NOW to notice and appreciate
experiences that evoke gratitude from you.

So often, people cannot BE present because they are involving their mind with memories of the past
or anticipations of the future. “My life will get better when such and such happens.” “I’ll be happy
when I finally get this and this.” “I’ll feel joy WHEN this happens.”  “I’ll feel happy WHEN this hap-
pens.”  “I’ll feel satisfied WHEN this happens.”

One of the criticisms of the movie and book “The Secret” is that for some people, it seemed to focus
on getting more STUFF. They missed the essence of the Law of Attraction lessons unveiled and so will
you unless you understand this vital fact: The reason you WANT to attract more of what you want
(stuff) is you want to INCREASE your joy, happiness and satisfaction. Learning to apply the Law of
Attraction deliberately to your life is not about amassing a fortune of material goods. It is fundamen-
tally about improving your state of being. So the goal of your DELIBERATE attraction is always the
same—to improve your state of being by increasing your joy, happiness and satisfaction. Everything else
is secondary to this and everyone strives to improve their state of being in their own unique way.

Deliberate Attraction requires you to live in the NOW. 

You attract more of what you give your focus, energy or attention to, whether wanted or unwanted.

Focusing brings you and keeps you in the NOW. Giving your energy to something brings you and
keeps you in the NOW. Giving your attention to something brings you and keeps you in the NOW.

Deliberate attraction only exists in the NOW. Life exists in the NOW. To be a successful deliberate
attractor you must train yourself to BE present. When you are present you can track your feelings,
identify your vibe, change your vibe, and give gratitude. You can glean all the vibratory benefits of
focusing your mind by doing all the exercises offered in this guide, 21 Days to Greater Living Using 
the Law of Attraction. 

Deliberate Attraction is a way of life. You will want to continue doing many of the exercises in this
guide for 21 days or longer. Dr. Maxwell Maltz identified something called the 21 Day Phenomenon;
based on the fact that it takes the human mind 21 days to transform a new action into a habit. Your
brain takes 21 days to produce new neuroconnections and neuropathways only if you repeat an
action uninterrupted for the whole 21 days.

I suggest you go back through this guide, pick out the exercises that you want to transform into daily
habits and repeat them uninterrupted for 21 days. The Law of Attraction isn’t a magic wand or a
panacea for improving your life. It is a way of life made up of intentional focus and deliberate action.
Now you have the tools and know-how to create a life of Deliberate Attraction. Above all, stay in the
NOW and give gratitude constantly. You’ll be amazed at the proof of the Law of Attraction working 
in your life!

You may want to further your study of the Law of Attraction with my ebook: “Law of Attraction for Everyday
Living”. You can find it at http://EverydayLOA.com



Dear Fellow Spiritual Seeker,

I’m so pleased that you took the time to read this ebook, and I know that when you apply the principles
of deliberate attraction you’ve learned here, you’ll be writing to tell me how much better your life has
become. My desire for you is that you will be uplifted and find a peaceful heart, knowing that it is within
your power to create your own divine life — everyday!

Here are a few things I’d like you to know about me:

My current powerful intentions:

Every day I’m connecting deeper with that which I call Source and remembering that I am a spiritual
being, having a fabulous time on this planet as a human being.

I intend to bring the message of the power of the Law
of Attraction to all those who are ready to hear its truth
and embrace it as a new paradigm for a better life.

I intend to use the power of the Law of Attraction in
my daily affairs to create the life of my dreams and to
serve as an example for others in such a way that they
may also come to know their truth and to live the life
of their dreams.

I intend to recognize and acknowledge all that I attract into my life on a
daily basis and to be grateful for everything.

I’m grateful for:

This wonderful Law of Attraction community of like-minded souls who
gather with me regularly to learn more and to expand our horizons. 

My friend and business partner, Nancy Brown, who helps me keep my life
on track, makes working a lot easier and more fun, reminds me of my 
purpose and is the best “therapist” on the planet.

My editor and friend, Gizelle River, who seems to understand what I want to
say a lot better than even I do and helps me craft words that get my meaning
across with clarity and purpose and who helps me stay focused.

OMeet Marty
Chief Clarity Officer
Great Living Today

Hi! I’m Marty
and I’m pleased

to meet you!
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My husband, Bill Harrison, who also serves as my audio and video editor and producer.

My many clients who allow me to do the work that I love and support me in creating and fulfilling
my life’s purpose while they fulfill theirs.

The beauty of this planet. Everyday I am treated to some new visual or auditory delight.

Books. The Internet. Recordings. And all the other technological marvels that make my life so easy
and give me the ability to tap into the knowledge of this planet and to connect with like-minded
souls throughout the world.

The many teachers who have come into my life—whether they knew they were teachers or not.

My three cats-that-aren’t-my-cats who bring me great joy with their antics.

My life’s purpose:

To raise my vibrations—not only to achieve my soul’s desire, but to also raise the vibrations of all
people who come in contact with me so that they, too, may achieve their soul’s desire.

To recognize and honor the spirit within all people I meet so that they feel uplifted and enriched
while we are together.

To smile a lot so that people wonder what I’m up to.

To laugh a lot and to have lots of fun on this journey through life because if it’s not fun, why bother
to do it in the first place?

My story (and I’m sticking to it):

When I approached the age of 30 I thought that somehow—maybe by divine providence—when I
reached that age I would be wise and mature. And that from that time on all the decisions I made
would be the right ones. Boy, did life throw me a few lessons to prove otherwise!

And now, as I’ve reached the last third of my life, I’m more grateful than ever for each of those life 
lessons. For without them I could not have grown in the ways that I have.

I first learned about the Law of Attraction back around 1986, when I first discovered Science of Mind.
Even though I understood it intellectually and it sounded good, no one really taught me how to use
this power — this law — deliberately.

Actually, no one told me how to use it at all. The instructions I got pretty much amounted to this:
“Watch what you’re thinking. If it’s negative, change it. And then just allow it.”

Change my thinking? How?

Allow it? Sure, but how?

It wasn’t until I started my own studies, seeking out the best authors and teachers in the emerging
discussion about Law of Attraction, that I began to use the principles deliberately and started to see
the changes that came about. I listened and learned and I also started forming my own ideas and test-
ing out various tools to see what worked in my life and what didn’t. And naturally, I started teaching
and sharing what I was learning. I’m still learning! New ideas and new insights seem to come to me
every day. 
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My study and practice of the Law of Attraction has already made a huge difference in my life. And I
have so much more to learn. We all do. So, I invite you to continue with me on this journey. We’ll learn
and grow together. Be sure to visit my website, http://www.GreatLivingToday.com to learn more and
get updates about classes and activities that we offer on a regular basis.

I’m also a life and business coach and I use the Law of Attraction in my practice. If you’ve been thinking
about working with a coach, and want to work with one that is on the same spiritual path as you,
then contact me [206-290-7901] and let’s chat.

My vision:

To bring this great news of the Law of Attraction to every soul on the planet and present it in such a
way that people can tap into it deliberately to bring about the success, love, happiness, and material
wealth they seek, and to help bring peace to the world.

You have my very best wishes for much success and love on your journey.

May you enjoy much love, laughter
and many blessings, 

Chief Clarity Officer
Great Living Today

marty@greatlivingtoday.com

So, what’s next for you?

You’re cordially invited to join me and other like-minded souls as we journey together in not only learning
how to become more deliberate attractors but in supporting each other in applying these principles on a
day-to-day basis.

Join me at the Great Living Today website for an abundance of free resources and teleclasses and at my
Law of Attraction Discussion Group calls where we get together on the phone — attracting friends and like-
minded folks from all over the world — to discuss our views on the Law of Attraction and other topics of
interest toward living a greater life.

Keep your studies going. Expand your knowledge and put into practice the principles behind the Law of
Attraction every day of your life and share your experiences with other people. The best way I know to
internalize something more quickly is to start sharing what you’ve learned and teaching it to other people.

You can start by telling all of your friends and family about how they can get their own copy of this ebook,
too. You’ll be helping to spread the word about the Law of Attraction and you can watch along with me
how this amazing law and our understanding and use of it, changes the entire planet for the better. 

Also, get my new ebook “Law of Attraction for Everyday Living” http://www.EverydayLOA.com and invite
your friends and loved ones to get their very own copies of this ebook, too, so they can start living their
greatest life as well! Thank you for being a part of my community!



P“The indispensable first step to getting the things
you want out of life is this; decide 

what you want.”
Ben Stein
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This is not the end, it is only the beginning.

The beginning of your greatest life.

Visit the Great Living Today website to find 

free resources and to learn more about the 

Law of Attraction programs being offered:

www.GreatLivingToday.com
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